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Morphemes  

A ‘morpheme’ is a short segment of language that is either a word, or a part of a word, that has 

meaning; it cannot be divided into smaller meaningful segments without changing its meaning. 

Morphemes can be ‘free’ or ‘bound’. 

 ‘Free morphemes’ can stand alone with a specific meaning (e.g. eat, date, week). 

 ‘Bound morphemes’ cannot stand alone with meaning (e.g. un-, -ing, dis-). 

Morphemes are either bases (or roots) or affixes.  An affix is a bound morpheme that occurs 

before the beginning (prefix) or after the end (suffix) of a base (or root) word.  Affixes can be 

either derivational or inflectional. 

Derivational Affix 

Latin origin: inflexionem – a bending, inflection, modification of a noun 

 

Morphemes: inflect + ion + al 

inflect (change the form of a word) + ion (denoting action or condition) + al (relating to) 

A derivational affix is a morpheme added to a base word to create a new word or a new form 

of an existing word; derivational affixes can be prefixes or suffixes.  There are a large number of 

derivational affixes in English; all prefixes in English are derivational, but suffixes can derivational 

or inflectional. 

Inflectional Affix 

Morphemes: derive* + ion + al 

derive (obtain something from a specified source) + ion (denoting action or condition) + al 

(relating to) 

 

*Latin origin has 2 morphemes: ‘derivus’ to trace something from its source  

‘derive’ = de + rivus ; de (down) + rive (stream) 

There are only eight ‘inflectional affixes’ in English, which serve a variety of grammatical functions 

when added to specific types of words. 

-s/-es 

 

noun plural toys, busses 

-‘s/-s’ noun possessive Ben’s, bus’s, Thomas’, babies’, 

children’s 

-s/-es verb present tense third person 

singular 

runs, washes 

-ing 

 

verb present participle singing 

-ed 

 

verb simple past tense walked, opened, wanted 

-en 

 

verb past perfect participle forgotten 

-er 

 

adjective comparative bigger 

-est 

 

adjective superlative fastest 
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